
September 1, 2021

Federal Housing Finance Agency
Office of Fair Lending Oversight
Attn: Clinton Jones, General Counsel
400 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C., 20219

Re: Policy Statement; Comment Request: (2021N7

Dear Mr. Jones,

Zest AI appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Federal Housing Finance Agency’s
(“FHFA”) recent Policy Statement on Fair Lending. We applaud the FHFA for issuing the
Policy Statement and signaling that the FHFA will engage in comprehensive fair lending
oversight of the Enterprises and regulated Federal Home Loan Banks.

Consistent with the principles expressed in the Policy Statement, we urge the FHFA to
make clear that it expects that the Enterprises and regulated Banks, as part of
maintaining robust compliance management systems, must search for and adopt less
discriminatory alternative (“LDA”) models used to underwrite loans. In addition, the FHFA
should make it clear that third-party model developers must do the same. In its
supervisory and enforcement roles, the FHFA should also assess these efforts and
conduct its own LDA analyses, where necessary.

Zest AI is a software vendor to the consumer lending industry. Zest software allows
lenders of all sizes to build, adopt and operate machine learning-based ML credit
underwriting models that are far more accurate and fair than legacy scoring models. We
have been committed since our founding in 2009 to make fair and transparent credit
available to everyone, and we help our clients meet or exceed the standards set by the
Fair Housing and Equal Credit Opportunity Acts (“FHA” and “ECOA”).

Last year we entered a partnership with Freddie Mac to use our software tools to make
the dream of homeownership a reality for many currently underserved minority borrowers.
The results of our work with Freddie Mac—repeated and validated dozens of times over
with other lenders—show that ML-based models consistently produce more accurate and
less discriminatory credit outcomes for consumers.

ECOA and the FHA both prohibit disparate impact discrimination, meaning practices that
disparately impact protected classes, unless those practices meet a legitimate business
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need that cannot be achieved in a less discriminatory way.1 Along with mitigating
disparate treatment risks, the search for LDAs is a critical step in traditional fair lending
analysis for responsible financial institutions. Accordingly, a core application in Zest’s
software is automating and improving the search for LDA lending models. In model after
model, Zest’s automated LDA search identifies alternatives that shrink approval rate gaps
for protected classes while maintaining model performance. We see these improvements
over models originally optimized only for performance and traditional, FICO-based scoring
models. Zest’s techniques more exhaustively explore the space of potential models,
making use of the massive amounts of computing resources now available, to find models
that are fairer for consumers but that still maintain underwriting accuracy and profitability
for lenders.

Existing credit markets reflect our Nation’s history of housing and credit discrimination,
and studies find evidence of racial disparities in credit scoring and factors on which
traditional scores rely.2 Routinely searching for and adopting LDA models is critical for
complying with the FHA and ECOA and for counteracting these discriminatory disparities.
Many financial services companies routinely conduct LDA analyses of their credit models,
and as a result our credit markets—although far from perfect—are more fair than they
would otherwise be. But such testing is not universal, including for commonly-used credit
scores.

Accordingly, the FHFA should make clear that it expects its regulated entities to perform
LDA searches as part of their routine compliance management practices, just as many
responsible financial institutions do today.

These expectations should cover not just the Enterprises and supervised Banks, but also
the third-party credit score models the Enterprises validate and approve for loans they
purchase and for scores that are used in loan eligibility criteria.3 The FHFA’s Credit Score
Validation Rule (and the accompanying Joint Enterprise Credit Score Solicitation) require
third-party model applicants to certify to fair lending compliance, and it requires the
Enterprises to evaluate the fair lending risks and impacts of credit score models, in

3 See FHFA, Validation and Approval of Credit Score Models, 84 Fed. Reg. 41886 Aug. 16, 2019.

2 See, e.g., Lisa Rice & Deidre Swesnik, Discriminatory Effects of Credit Scoring on Communities of
Color, 46 Suffolk U. L. Rev. 935, 952959 2013; Aaron Klein, Brookings Institution, “Reducing bias
in AI-based financial services” July 10, 2020,
https://www.brookings.edu/research/reducing-bias-in-ai-based-financial-services; Bd. of
Governors of the Fed. Reserve Sys., Report to the Congress on Credit Scoring and Its Effects on
the Availability and Affordability of Credit (2007; CFPB, “Analysis of Differences Between
Consumer- and Creditor-Purchased Credit Scores” Sept. 2012; National Consumer Law Center,
Credit Discrimination § 6.4.1.1, “Studies Showing that Minorities Have Lower Credit Scores as a
Group” 7th ed. 2018.

1 See, e.g., Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project, 576 U.S. 519, 539
2015; 12 C.F.R. 1002.6(a); HUD, DOJ, OCC, OTS, Fed. Rserv. Bd., FDIC, FHFB, FTC, NCUA, Policy
Statement on Discrimination in Lending, 59 Fed. Reg. 18266 Apr. 15, 1994.
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accordance with ECOA, the FHA, and the Safety and Soundness Act.4 However, neither
the FHFA Rule nor the Enterprise Solicitation explicitly states that third-party model
developers or the Enterprises are expected to look for and adopt LDAs to these
third-party models, even though it would be a violation of the federal fair lending laws to
use a model if such alternatives existed. Consistent with the principles articulated in its
Policy Statement on Fair Lending, the FHFA should clarify that it expects the Enterprises
to require or themselves conduct such analyses.

Zest is heartened to see the FHFA taking fair lending seriously, particularly given the
significant role that its regulated entities play in our economy. Clarifying the expectation
that routine searches for LDA models (whether internal or third-party) is an essential part
of a robust compliance management system would be a significant step toward fulfilling
the promise of the FHA and ECOA.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this Policy Statement.

Sincerely,

Teddy Flo Jay Budzik
Chief Legal Officer Chief Technology Officer
Zest AI Zest AI

4 Id. at 41907; Fannie Mae & Freddie Mac, Joint Enterprise Credit Score Solicitation (Feb. 18, 2020,
https://singlefamily.fanniemae.com/media/22061/display.
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